Target, application, and interpretation of scores and alternative methods for risk assessment in cardiac surgery.
The more popular the use of different methods for risk adjustment becomes, the more often data are applied without any regard about the primary target and/or about important assumptions. Furthermore, risk adjustment is no longer restricted for quality assurance purposes, but became a "tool" of health policy. Few working groups currently use risk adjustment for the development of new therapeutic concepts. The aim of our study is to clarify possibilities and limitations of popular risk adjustment methods. 4985 Patients underwent isolated CABG. Statistics was performed by calculating descriptive statistics, Parsonnet, and Higginsscores. Furthermore, the parametric, time-adjusted hazard function by Blackstone was used. Descriptive statistics allows intra-, and interinstitutional comparisons of single items to identify "outlying" results. Risk scores aim to predict preoperatively the risk category of the patient who undergoes cardiac surgery. However, since different scores are based on a score-specific combination of variables, and different definitions of the investigation interval, different results may occur, when different scores are calculated for a single patient. However, the use for example, of scores in patient groups allows description of changing risk structures. Most of the scores derive from univariate analyses and monophasic functions. However, survival curves are predominantly multiphasic and require a consideration of the time-dependency of "risk factors". An increasing number of patients with severe comorbidity undergoes cardiac surgery. To evaluate reliably present and futurous therapeutic options, risk adjustment is necessary. Since various tools for risk-adjustment are available, a serious discussion about reliability and application is necessary.